
CHARGING LITHIUM BATTERIES
IT IS ESSENTIAL TO CHARGE A LITHIUM BATTERY 
WITH THE CORRECT EQUIPMENT!

An equalization step for a healthy battery
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To correctly charge a Lithium battery, GYSFLASH chargers adopt an equalization step called “EBS”, Equalizing  
Battery System. This phase of the GYS charging algorithm has been developed in partnership with leading  
manufacturers of lithium batteries. This phase also takes into account the “BMS” (Battery Management System) 
to ensure the right voltage and the right current is delivered. This GYS-specific technology guarantees a perfectly 
balanced battery.

GYSFLASH curve Curve of a typical charger on the market
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Consequences of using a conventional charger curve – even from a charger designed for Lithium Batteries

Unbalanced cells Cells are not charged equally. Some are under load resulting in loss of capacity and premature 

aging of the battery.

Fire or possible explosion
Overloaded cells may swell and cause battery degradation up to the point of fire or even an explosion.

Maintaining a suitable charge
Maintaining correct voltage with regular rebalancing.

Integrated recovery phase
Adopts a recovery phase to restore a deeply discharged battery without causing damage.

Consequence of poor maintenance using a conventional charger : 
The cells are maintained with too high voltage, which degrades the cells and results in short battery life..

UVP function WAKE UP (Under Voltage Protection)
Reactivates a battery that has been deeply discharged, automatically starting a charge. 
A unique innovation, specific to GYS chargers.

Reduced battery life
The service life can be divided by 5 (1500 cycles with proper charging, compared to 300 with poor charging)

A sound investment in the long term
A lithium battery is expensive (40 to 60% of the price of an electric bike). A charger designed to guarantee 
a longer life will give a significant long term benefit.

Effective charge maintenance for longer life

The GYSFLASH PL models use 2 distinct charging curves for lead and lithium (LiFePO4). Charging a lithium 
battery with a lead battery charge curve will degrade the battery.

GYSFLASH ADVANTAGES
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